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In order to reach the student y 
population with our message we / 
have created a number of differ- / 1 
ent programs, each promoting / I 
responsible drinking. Over the I

past they have included prod
ucts in the frosh pack such as I 
calendars, coffee mugs, and t- \ 1
shirts We have also produced a \ ' 

for students. Our program is man- brochure and have a weekly car- \
aged by a group of student volunteers toon series in the Brunswickan. 

and has been sponsored since its inception We have a dry bar program which
sells mocktails at all U.N.B. student 
union concerts, and sponsor an annual 

f Our objective is to work towards a student attitude alcohol awareness week, 
change from the excessive use of alcohol to the respon

sible and healthy choices about alcohol.
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dent managed alcohol re- 
sponse team promoting alco

hol consciousness on campus. It 
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V As previously stated our program is sponsored R.C.M.P., The City of Fredericton, Bea-
F Our program recognizes the reality that university stu- by the U.N.B. Student Union. However, we 
1 dents drink alcohol. We feel that the best way to promote an have been also supported by the New Brunswick 

increase in student knowledge of alcohol and its conse- alcohol and Drug Dependency Commission, 
quences is to provide students with facts about drinking in an 

unbiased and straightforward manner. They then can make ALCOHOL AWAR£A)£SS WSCK • FCB. 17-21,1992 • SCHCDMLC OF CVCAJTS 
their own informed decisions about the use or non-use of 
alcohol.

A

ver Foods, Air Canada, The U.N.B. Presi
dents Office, and Air Atlantic.

STILL HAVEN'T GOT PLANS FOR

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday FridayThen why not enter S.M.A.R.T. P.A.C.C.'S
Our program gives very clear information about both the 

positive and negative effects of alcohol by talking about social 
issues involving drinking and by helping students to dismiss 
false notion or myths about alcohol use. We respect each 
student’s decision to drink or not to drink. We only ask that if 
a student chooses to drink that they do so responsibility. 

CAH CûhT&T BAU.ÔT ^ Drinking responsibly ranges from drinking in moderation, to
appointing a designated driver, to taking a cab home if you 

have been drinking, to respecting someone else’s decisions 
[ to not drink. In short we ask, that if a student does decide

11:30-130 
SUB CAFCT6RIA

Display by TjADD

11:30-1:30 
SUB CAFCT6AIA

Display by
SMAR.T. P.A.C.C.

11:30-1:30 
SUB CAFCT6RIA

Display by “PCAJJCjS-

11:30-1:30 
SUB CAFCT6RA

Display by Alcobol and 

Drug Dependence

11:30-1:30 
SUB CAFCT6RIA
Display by AL.

AMOM.

UQW? Just fill out a ballot stating your guess of how 
■ » w . many beer cans are in our smashed up car. Then

put your ballot in the box outside the Orientation 
Office. The person who guesses the closest to the 
actual number of cans wins a trip, Air Fare for 2 

to Montreal.
Deadline for entries: Friday Feb. 21 

GOOD LUCK & remember if you’ve been drinking please don't drive.

2:30 - 4:30 
SUB CAFCTERIA 
Second Annual

MOCKlA2L
OOMXeSZ
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UP

y

Judging and 
announcement of 

winner of 
Residence Banner 

Contest

CAR Announcement
NAME

of(ContestADDRESS 7:00 pm MOVl€ Smashed-up Cat 
Contest 
winner

PHONE NUMBER filèsinÿtyou.Residence
Banner
Contest

to party, they at least PARTY.FACULTY e-

NUMBER OF BEER CANS
Shown before looney 

Wednesday moviebegins
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